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Equilibrium of drops on inclined hydrophilic surfaces
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Why does not gravity make drops slip down the inclined surfaces, e.g., plant leaves? The current expla
is based on the existence of surface inhomogeneities, which cause a sustaining force that pins the cont
Following this theory, the drop remains in equilibrium until a critical value of the sustaining force is reac
We propose an alternative analysis, from the point of view of energy balance, for the particular case in
the drop leaves a liquid film behind. The critical angle of the inclined surface at which the drop slips do
predicted. This result does not depend explicitly on surface inhomogeneities, but only on the drop siz
surface tensions. There is good agreement with experiments for contact angles below 90° where the for
of the film is expected, whereas for greater contact angles great discrepancies arise.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The shape of liquid surfaces in mechanical equilibrium
governed by the well-established laws of Laplace a
Young. According to Laplace’s law, the liquid surface b
haves like a membrane under biaxial tension. The stress
unit length is the liquid surface tension,gLV . On the other
hand, Young’s condition, namely@1,2#,

gSV2gLS5gLV cosu, ~1!

establishes that, when a liquid is in contact with a solid s
face and a gas, the contact angleu depends only on the
surface tensions,g i j . In view of Fig. 1~a!, this condition is
usually interpreted as an equilibrium of forces. In this fram
work, the shape of drops on horizontal surfaces can be c
puted numerically and good agreement with experimen
obtained@3#. More complicated calculations are needed
derive the shape on inclined surfaces, mainly, because o
lack of axial symmetry. Anyway, a qualitative analysis
Laplace’s law reveals that in this case the contact angle
the front and back lines of the drop must be different fro
the equilibrium contact angleu @Fig. 1~b!#. This means that
the drop will move down the inclined surface unless an ex
force acts on the contact lines. This force is provided
surface inhomogeneities@1,4,5#.

Even in apparently homogeneous surfaces, the existe
of such inhomogeneities is revealed by the ‘‘advancing’’ a
‘‘receding’’ contact angles,ua and u r , respectively. They
can be defined as follows@6#. When liquid is added to a drop
on a horizontal surface, the contact line is pinned and
contact angle increases until it reachesua @4#. Further addi-
tion of liquid leads to a displacement of the contact lin
When a liquid drop vaporizes, the contact line is ag
pinned and the contact angle decreases down tou r . Further
vaporization leads to a displacement of the contact line.
inhomogeneities cause a pinning force with extreme val
revealed byua and u r @see Eq.~1!#. If this reasoning is
applied to drops on inclined surfaces, it is concluded t
they can stand in equilibrium as long as the contact angle
the front and back lines do not become greater thanua and
smaller thanu r , respectively. Half a century ago, sever
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authors@7,8# analyzed the equilibrium of drops from thi
point of view. The most accurate experiments were carr
out by McDougallet al. @7#, who established an equilibrium
condition based onua and u r that described correctly the
case of water-repellent surfaces (u.90°). In the case of
smaller contact angles (u,90°), these authors simply state
that a liquid film was observed behind the drops during s
ping. However, no experimental results and theoretical p
dictions for slipping were reported. Our purpose here is
address this problem.

In the present work we will show that, when a liquid film
develops during slipping, an equilibrium condition can
stated from energy balance arguments. The inclination of

FIG. 1. ~a! Definition of the contact angle of a drop on a hor
zontal surface.~b! Side view of a drop slipping down and leaving
thin film behind.~c! Upper view of the same drop. The shaded ar
represents the thin film left behind. Both the wetted and the f
surface areas increase.
©2001 The American Physical Society01-1
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solid surface at which drops become unstable is related
to surface tensionsgSV, gLS , andgLV , without any explicit
reference to surface inhomogeneities. This is not at varia
with the existence of contact line pinning, which inde
makes it possible for the film to form. We report good agre
ment between the predictions of our new model and exp
ments, without use of any free parameter, for a variety
hydrophilic surfaces (u,90°).

Besides the value of this new prediction from a fund
mental point of view, it is of interest in those technologic
and biological applications where the stability or instabil
of drops is relevant. For example, drop stability reduces
diative transmission into greenhouses@9# and enhances th
effectiveness of foliar pesticides@10#. Also, the instability of
drops on water-repellent plant leaves has been shown to
a beneficial effect because it minimizes particulate conta
nation and hinders the germination of pathogens@11#. Much
work and resources are being invested in modifying
chemical composition of surfaces@12# and to analyze their
drop stability properties@13#, which are also relevant in
printing @14# and in the cleaning properties of portable sat
lite receivers and windscreens@12#.

II. THEORY

When dealing with surface tension phenomena, forces
be deduced in a natural way from energy balance argum
@2#. In fact, energetic approaches are usually considere
more fundamental. So, the problem will be addressed fr
an energetic point of view. A drop is stable only if a diffe
ential displacement would increase its total energy. The
ergy has two contributions: one is due to gravity,Ug , and
the other one is due to surface tension,Ug ,

Ug5mgh, Ug5gLVALV1ALS~gLS2gSV!, ~2!

wherem is the drop mass,h the height where its center o
mass is located, andg the gravity acceleration.ALV andALS
are, respectively, the areas of the free surface of the drop
of its contact surface with the solid~see Fig. 1!. gLV ,gLS ,
andgSV are the corresponding surface tensions~i.e., energies
per unit area!. When the drop slips down slightly@Fig. 1~b!#,
a differential displacementdx will imply a decrease inUg ,

dUg52mgdx sina,0. ~3!

The effect on the surface energy has to be analyze
more detail, taking into account two points:

~i! Direct observation of water drops, slipping down h
drophilic surfaces (u,90°) of low contact angles revea
that usually a thin layer is left behind.

~ii ! Surface energy changes can be accounted for by
increments of surface areas, each one multiplied by its
responding energy per unit area~i.e., surface tension!.

From points~i! and~ii ! above, we find for the contribution
of the layer left behind to the energy variation

dUg5L dx~gLV1gLS2gSV!, ~4!
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whereL is the drop width~measured in the direction perpen
dicular to that with highest slope on the inclined plane!, see
Fig. 1~c!.

In order to compare to experiment, we use Young’s eq
tion ~1! into Eq. ~4!, yielding

dUg5L dx gLV~12cosu!. ~5!

For partial wetting (uÞ0), dUg.0. So, film formation
requires energy and it will take place only when the surfa
is inclined enough so that the diminution of gravitation
energy@Eq. ~3!# overcomes the energy increase due to s
face tension~5!. By adding Eqs.~3! and~5! and equating the
result to zero we obtain the critical angleac at which the
drop becomes unstable due to film formation,

sinac5
gLV~12cosu!

rg

L

V
, ~6!

whereac is the maximum value of the anglea ~Fig. 1! that
can sustain the drop in equilibrium,V is the volume of the
drop, andr its density. Fora.ac , the drop will slip down.
This very simple prediction has been tested experimenta
as reported in the next section.

A complementary view can be obtained if we analyz
which is the drop size below which equilibrium will be po
sible even on a vertical surface. For this particular dr
sinac51 and the critical value (L/V)c of L/V can be ob-
tained from Eq.~6!. In fact, it is well established that whe
drops become small enough their shape approaches tha
spherical cap. In this case the critical drop volume,Vc , and
diameter,Lc , are no longer independent parameters and
be calculated from (L/V)c . A simple calculation yields

Lc5S gLV

rg D
1
2A 24 sin3u

p~12cosu!~21cosu!
,

Vc5S gLV

rg D ~12cosu!Lc . ~7!

III. COMPARISON TO EXPERIMENT

An ensemble of smooth surfaces~glasses and plastic
films! has been chosen in order to cover a broad range
contact anglesu. Drops of deionized water were placed on
each surface by means of a micropipette. The width ortho
nal to the slope,L, was measured for each drop@see Fig.
1~c!#. The contact angle was determined by projection of
drop profile on a white wall or, alternatively, by considerin
the smaller drops as perfectly spherical caps and making
of their measured values ofV andL. The solid surface sus
taining the drop was then tilted progressively@see Fig. 1~b!#
and the angleac , at which the water line at the front jus
started to move, was recorded.

In Fig. 2, we report the experimental dependence ofac on
L/V for water drops on different surfaces. It is seen that
a given surface, the maximum angleac increases withL/V.
This ratio depends on the particular drop considered and
be regarded as the relative importance of surface ten
1-2
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EQUILIBRIUM OF DROPS ON INCLINED . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW E64 011601
~which tends to maintain equilibrium! and the effect of grav-
ity ~which tends to make the drop slip down!. There is rea-
sonable agreement with the functional dependence pred
by Eq. ~6!. The points measured for each surface have b
fitted to a straight line that passes through the origin~Fig. 2!,
and their slopes have been determined.

In Fig. 3 the characteristic slope for every surface~ob-
tained from measurements such as those in Fig. 2! has been
plotted against the contact angle~filled up circles!. In order
to compare these experimental results to our theory, we h
calculated the value predicted from Eq.~6!, i.e., gLV(1
2cosu)/(rg) with g59.8 m/s2 and the tabulated paramete
for water at room temperature and pressure, namely@15#,
gLV572.7531023 N/m and r51000 kg/m3. This pre-

FIG. 2. Tilt angle of the solid surface at which water dro
begin to slip down, as a function of their size. Symbols: experim
tal results for four different surfaces. Lines: linear fits. The dep
dence is linear, as predicted by Eq.~6!.

FIG. 3. Filled up circles: experimental proportionality consta
between sinac andL/V, obtained from the slope of linear fits suc
as those in Fig. 2, as a function of the contact angleu. The line is
the theoretical dependence predicted by Eq.~6!, and no free param-
eters have been used. Experimental points from the measurem
of other authors are also included.
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dicted value corresponds to the solid line in Fig. 3. Althou
the dispersion of the experimental points is apparent,
agreement between theory and experiment is excellent.
only are the functional dependences verified~Figs. 2 and 3!,
but also the value of the slope for each surface~filled up
circles in Fig. 3! is predicted within experimental error. It i
worth to emphasize that, in contrast to Fig. 2, the solid line
Fig. 3 is not a fit to the experimental points. The agreem
between theory and experiment has been obtained with
using any free parameter.

IV. DISCUSSION

At this point, it is worth to compare our theory with th
experimental results reported by other authors@7,8,13,16–
18#. The parametersL andu are necessary for this purpos
but in some cases they were not explicitly reported. In su
an instance, we have made a reasonable quantification o
values ofL andu, as follows. On the other hand, whenL is
not given explicitly it has been computed from the drop v
ume and the value ofu by assuming approximately spheric
drops. In this way, we can compare to the experimental
sults by a variety of authors, as done in Fig. 3. Then,
range of validity of our theory becomes clear. If the conta
angle approaches 90°, a systematic deviation from our th
retical prediction is implied by the results by Wolfram an
Faust @17#. This deviation becomes absolutely clear f
water-repellent surfaces (u.90°).

In spite of the simplicity of our theory, its usefulness
predicting the conditions for drop slipping is reasonab
good for hydrophilic surfaces (u,90°), as seen from Fig. 3
The fact that the energy of these surfaces diminishes w
wetted (gLS,gSV) and facilitates the formation of a wate
film during slipping, since this yields a lower energy increa
@Eq. ~4!# that has to be compensated by the energetic
crease due to gravity@Eq. ~3!#. We have observed this film in
the surfaces of lowest contact angles. It is a metastable
that breaks down shortly after it is formed, leading to ve
small droplets. However, for surfaces with higher values
u, film formation becomes more difficult and the back co
tact line is released before the condition stated in Eq.~6! is
fulfilled. This fact explains why the experimental points te
to be below the theoretical prediction ifu.90° ~see Fig. 3!.
It must be mentioned that the slipping of drops without fi
formation has been already solved before~see specially Ref.
@7#!. Thus we shall not go into details for this case. In co
trast, for their surface-liquid combinations withu,90° the
authors of Ref.@7# did observe film formation, but they did
not explain the slipping of these drops. What the pres
paper adds to previous knowledge is precisely the solutio
the problem of drop slipping when a film is formed behin
the drop@Eq. ~6! and the left half of Fig. 3#.

In the past, several attempts have been made by o
authors@16,19# to derive a slipping condition from energ
balance arguments. They obtained equations similar to
Eq. ~6!. However, these authors did not take into account
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PERE ROURA AND JOAQUIM FORT PHYSICAL REVIEW E64 011601
energy recovered due to the increase of wetted surface
@Eq. ~4!#. This error passed unnoticed to these authors
cause of the lack of an experimental verification@19# or a too
narrow range of values ofu @16# ~see the experimental point
corresponding to Ref.@16# in our Fig. 3!.

Finally, our model will allow us to discuss the maximu
size of drops that do not slip down even vertical surfac
This has been discussed qualitatively~see, e.g., Ref.@20#!,
but to the best of our knowledge no quantitative predict
has been presented. In order to do so and compare to ex
ment, we have extrapolated our experimental values in Fi
up to sinac51, in order to obtain the critical drop size fo
every surface. The ‘‘experimental’’ value thus obtained
then compared to the theoretical one obtained from Eqs.~7!,
as shown in Fig. 4. Concerning the critical volume,Vc , we
observe reasonable agreement, whereas in the case o
critical diameter,Lc , the dispersion of the experiment
points appears much greater. However, they do not di
from the theoretical value by more than 30%. It is worth
notice that the huge variation ofVc over one order of mag
nitude is not encompassed by a similar variation inLc . In
fact this critical diameter remains almost constant throu
the range of surfaces tested. This result is especially inte
ing when applied to the case of dew drops over plant lea
The surface of leaves is usually water repellent with con
angles above 30°. Thus according to Fig. 4, drops on vert
leaves of whatever plant will wet a circular surface with
maximum diameter of 4 to 5 mm. This general conclusi
which had not been derived from theory in previous work
easily tested by looking at dew drops in the garden~or, al-
ternatively, on a glass window!.

FIG. 4. Maximum water drop volumeVc and diameterLc that
can be sustained on a vertical surface, as a function of the co
angleu. The lines correspond to the theoretical prediction. Note
small variation of the drop diameterLc above 20°.
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V. CONCLUDING REMARKS

The equilibrium of drops on inclined smooth surfaces h
been analyzed from an energetic point of view. The form
tion of a thin film gives a limit inclination for the equilibrium
of drops. This critical angle has been predicted without a
specific assumption regarding which kind of inhomogen
ities pin the contact line. We would like to stress that o
approach is in accordance with the well-established view
cording to which surface inhomogeneities pin the cont
line. Indeed, if the back line were not pinned, no drops co
exist such that they leave a film behind when sliding.

To the best of our knowledge, the experimental resu
presented in Figs. 2–4 had not been explained before
spite of their fundamental character and of the simplicity
our model. This may be due to the fact that no attent
seems to have been given previously to the thin layer
drops leave behind them when slipping over sufficiently h
drophilic surfaces. In the theory presented, this thin film is
utmost importance since it is precisely a careful, alb
simple, analysis of its energetics that leads to quantita
predictions. Let us also stress that our model explains
experiments for hydrophilic surfaces (u,90°) without use
of any free parameter~see Figs. 3 and 4!. The hydrophobic
case (u.90°) has not been considered here, since it h
been explained previously@7#.

Because of the agreement we have reported betw
theory and experiment in the case of hydrophilic surfac
Eq. ~6! is a proper starting point to predict slipping. It ca
also be used to avoid or enhance slipping by choosing m
rials with adequate parameters (gLV , u, andr) for the typi-
cal drops used (L and V) in the biological@9–11# or engi-
neering @12–14,21# application under consideration. Fo
example, an important problem in the application of spr
insecticides is how to ensure that spray drops do not
down the leaves. Usually purely empirical procedures
applied @9#. However, our results allow for a physically
based approach to this problem. Indeed, Eq.~6! yields the
analytical conditiongLV.rg(V/L)/(12cosu), where the
values ofgLV andu @see Eq.~4!# can be controlled by modi-
fying the chemical composition of the insecticide@21#. Ex-
amples of this sort show that the long-standing basic phys
problem of drop slipping over inclined hydrophilic surface
for which the new theory here presented yields good ag
ment with experiment, is also relevant from the perspect
of applications.
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